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What’s the true behavior of \( E_n \)?
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Suggests *multiple regimes*

Are these the actual regimes?

Where are the regime transitions and how do they behave?
The learning curve

Goal: precisely characterize the full learning curve at all $n$
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If:
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Then:
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Random regime \((\tilde{B}^2 \ll \tilde{d})\):
\(\hat{\mu} \) is a random guess on sphere
Norm \(\tilde{B}\) dominates

Unregularized regime \((\tilde{d} \ll \tilde{B}^2)\):
\(\hat{\mu} - \mu^* \sim \text{Gaussian}\)
Dimensionality \(\tilde{d}\) dominates
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Excess risk (prediction squared loss):

\[
E_n^\lambda = \mathbb{E}[(Y - X^\top \hat{\beta}^\lambda)^2] - \mathbb{E}[(Y - X^\top \beta^*)^2]
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Oracle excess risk:

\[
E^*_n = \inf_{\lambda \geq 0} E_n^\lambda
\]
Linear regression: special structure

\[ \beta^* = (1, 0, \ldots, 0)^\top \]

\[ \Sigma = \text{diag}(B^2, \frac{C^2}{d-1}, \ldots, \frac{C^2}{d-1}) \]

Intuition:
- \( B \): norm of signal in data
- \( C \): norm of sum of irrelevant components
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Summary: studied two simple examples
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Observations:
Complexities (norm, dimensionality) active in different regimes
Transitions between regimes are smooth

Broad goal: understand the learning curve
Finite sample bounds, classical asymptotics: partial picture
High-dimensional asymptotics (statistics, statistical physics)
Key: concentration in high dimensions

Future work: analyze more complex settings